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MATCHMAKING

Kelly Leary, M.S., Revolution Dating
Matchmaking has become a household term,
much like doctor and dentist, especially during
our post-pandemic era. Online dating, catfishing,
ghosting, and cheating have all negatively
impacted people’s love lives. We have been forced
to seek out new avenues to find love and romance.
Simply put, people have rediscovered the value of
traditional courtship and relationships. If we were
not before, we are definitely ready for true love
again. So, what is a quality single to do?
Enter: The Florida Matchmaker! Kelly has
perfected the art of romantic connection with
more than 30 years of experience in the dating
industry. This matchmaker extraordinaire has helped
hundreds of men and women meet their other half
and live happily ever after. Blending her decades
of expertise with a master’s degree in clinical
psychology and an irresistibly upbeat personality,
Kelly and her team at Revolution Dating continue to
bring true love to Treasure Coast singles of all ages.
Kelly has been awarded the Florida Woman title
as well as multiple other honors and accolades. She
is also a journalist and has a well-read column “The
Singles Scene,” which she has been writing for
over 12 years. Kelly has been featured in The Palm
Beach Post, Stuart News, Jupiter Magazine, Vero
Beach 32963 News and Palm Beacher Magazine,
and has graced the cover of several publications
over the years.
Kelly is committed to sharing her love in the
community through charity work and dedicated
philanthropy. She and the team participate yearly
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in a variety of events focusing on the greater
good. The aim is to give back through deserving
organizations such as the Tri-County Animal
Rescue, the Susan G. Komen Foundation for Breast
Cancer Awareness Month in October, and The
Leukemia & Lymphoma Society.
Under Kelly’s exceptional leadership, Revolution
Dating has grown steadily and revolutionized the
Florida dating scene. The company was named
“The Best Matchmaker” by Florida Weekly and
also won TC Palm’s “Treasure Coast Choice Award”
for best Matchmaking Service.
This incredible woman and her team have
not only adapted, but also thrived through the
pandemic. Kelly explains: “Research shows many
people experience an increased desire to connect
during challenging times. Extreme emotional
situations can actually be an elixir for love and
bonding. During the new normal, love still wins!
We are happy to report that we have been
instrumental in helping people find love and even
become engaged and married all during COVID.”
Looking to position yourself to meet the right
people? There is no time like the present. Feel free
to give yourself the gift of love before the holidays.
Make your private appointment today.

5090 PGA BLVD., #208
PALM BEACH GARDENS, FL 33418
772.932.4373
REVOLUTIONDATING.COM
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